
 

Growlithe & Arcanine 

Growlithe (#058) 
Sex Ratio: ½ female, ½ male 

Abilities: 

Intimidate, Flash Fire 

 Justified (OG) 

Rock Head (H) 

The Scout/Puppy 

Pokémon, Growlithe is a 

much-beloved fire-type 

Pokémon with a powerful 

sense of smell and an 

impeccable memory for 

remembering smells. Be 

careful though, because a 

particularly pungent and 

horrid smell will knock out a Growlithe’s sniffer for several days! 

Growlithes have two official regional forms: the (OG) Growlithe and the (H) 

Growlithe. (OG) Growlithe averages at 2’4 feet tall (0.7 M) and 41.9 pounds (19) kg, 

and (H) Growlithe is slightly larger at 2’7 feet tall (0.8 M) and 50 pounds (22.7 kg).   

Careful, the horns on (H) Growlithe are quite breakable! 

Habitat: Growlithes are most commonly found in grassland environments around Europe and Asia. They can 

be found in highland regions, though they tend to stick to the steppes. Growlithes can be found in sparse 

forests and savannahs, but they are most comfortable in grasslands. Of course, Growlithes are found in pretty 

much any urban center in Eurasia and most of the world thanks to humans.  

Life Cycles: Growlithes are dogs. They have dog life cycles. A captive Growlithe will live for about 20 years 

and reach reproductive maturity at 2 years old (and level 15). Adults enter estrus throughout the year, though 

in the wild it tends to occur during the winter. Pups (litters of 3-4) will be born in the mid Spring, and juveniles 

start being able to hunt and contribute to the pack around the onset of winter.  

Growlithes follow the migrations of grassland herbivores, including reindeer (Stantler, Wyrdeer). There is no 

difference in life cycle between the two regional forms.  

Behavior: Growlithes are hypersocial animals that form small to large packs with other Growlithes and 

Arcanines. They hunt in groups, though Growlithes will usually focus on smaller prey like Deerling while 

Arcanines focus on Sawsbucks or Wyrdeer. They are also incredibly territorial, meaning they will battle any 

territory dispute that they even think that they can win. They are fiercely protective and loyal to their pack, 

and pups are raised communally. There is no true hierarchy, other than Arcanines are bigger, faster, stronger, 

and wiser than Growlithes, and of course children listen to their parents. While the two parts of the packs tend 

Egg Group: Field 

Ignuscanis ignuscanis domesticus ([OG] Growlithe) 

Ignuscanis agrestis domesticus ([OG] Arcanine) 

Ignuscanis ignuscanis cerosferus ([H] Growlithe) 

Ignuscanis agrestis ceroferus ([H] Arcanine) 

 



to hunt different things, the combined efforts of both ensure that 

everyone is fed. Growlithes learn from the Arcanines in the pack, 

and in smaller packs with fewer Arcanines, there is more likely to 

be co-ed hunting parties.  

(H) Growlithes in particular have a different approach to 

cooperation, and will form pairs of watchdogs over anything that 

they need to guard. They are highly social with each other, but 

with humans (H) Growlithes are significantly less domesticated 

than (OG) Growlithes, and can be difficult to tame.  

Diet: Meat. Growlithes are carnivores. While specifically (OG) 

Growlithe has been selectively bred over the millennia to have a 

more omnivorous diet to tolerate grains and root vegetables, (H) 

Growlithe has not had these selective pressures from humans 

and retains its full carnivory. Yes, I know your Growlithe is 

giving you its best Baby-Doll Eyes, and no, you really shouldn’t 

give it the cheeseburger in your hand… ah, what the heck, have 

at it!  

Conservation: Endangered ([H] Growlithe), Least Concern ([OG] 

Growlithe) 

Relationship with Humans: Growlithes have an incredibly long history of cooperation with humans, with 

fossils that date all the way back into the Ice Age. They have been one of humanity’s earliest hunting 

companions, right alongside other Dog Pokémon and Eevee. Their fierce loyalty is a valued trait that sees them 

in the service of humans since time immemorial, and their intelligence makes them incredibly useful in all 

facets of civilization. They make top-notch service dogs, therapy dogs, 

they’re excellent with children, they make great starter Pokémon, and 

they’re great to train. Growlithe is the dog among dogs, matched in love 

only by Lillipups and Eevees. Security forces, detectives, and search-and-

rescue parties utilize Growlithes for their keen senses of smell. 

In media, Growlithes proliferate alongside Lillipups. A good rule of 

thumb, is that in media produced by Europe or Asia, it’ll be 

Growlithes/Arcanines as the stand-in dogs, and in the United States and 

Canada, it’ll be Lillipups/Herdiers/Stoutlands.  

Growlithes make excellent starter Pokémon, but they are considered an 

exotic species in the Western hemisphere, and only Certified Breeders are 

allowed to breed them (if at all). This does not stop black markets and feral 

populations from running amok, but the illegality of Growlithe breeding is 

one of many conservation efforts in place to punish animal abusers and 

keep breeding populations strictly in captivity.  

Mechanics Reminder: Many excellent breeders will be happy to provide a 

Growlithe for your North American child, but remember that these 

Growlithes will be fully sterilized. The failure to do so could result in a 

huge fine on the part of the breeder.  



(H) Growlithes have a different relationship with humanity. 

While they are certainly cute, they are shy and wary of humans. 

Scientists speculate that the proto-(OG) Growlithes were a 

separate lineage from the one that became the (H) Growlithes, 

and it’s possible that sub-speciation had already occurred within 

the Growlithes by the time humans began domestication.  

Classification: Growlithe is in the genus Ignuscanis which means 

“fire dog.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Arcanine (#059) 

Abilities: 

Intimidate, Flash Fire 

Justified (OG) 

Rock Head (H) 

Arcanines are the evolved form of Growlithe! Their immense speed and agility is 

powered by an internal flame that burns constantly. They are capable of running 

three hundred miles in a single day if given the right motivation.  

(OG) Arcanines average at 6'3 feet tall (1.9 M) and 341.7 pounds (155 kg), and (H) 

Arcanines are 6'7 feet tall (2.0 M) and 370.4 pounds (168 kg). 

Habitat: Arcanines are found in the same places as Growlithes.  

Life Cycles: Arcanines are just Really Big Dogs with dog life cycles, however a key 

difference between itself and Growlithe is that Arcanines are known to live an 

average of 35 years in captivity.  

Behavior: There are not many Arcanines in the wild, since they require a Fire Stone 

to evolve, but those that do exist are fierce protectors of their packs. They are 

incredibly fast, but do not mistake their ability to run far and fast as an ability to maintain that all the time. A 

long run or quick sprint still wears out an Arcanine, and such extreme endeavors should be reserved for 

hunting or fleeing danger.  

Diet: (OG) Arcanines are carnivores with a tolerance for an 

omnivorous diet courtesy of human domestication. (H) 

Arcanines do not have this trait, and are pure carnivores that 

only occasionally consume berries or leaves for digestive 

purposes. Trainers, purchasing some dog food from the store 

should suffice for your (OG) Arcanine, but perhaps a more 

intensive meat-focused diet for your (H) Arcanine. Actually, 

your (OG) Arcanine would love that, too!  

Conservation: Endangered ([H] Growlithe), Least Concern 

([OG] Growlithe) 

Relationship with Humans: Arcanines have been the subject of 

awe and wonder for a thousand generations. They are beasts of 

legend and myth, creatures that can run a thousand miles across 

the globe in a single day. Many cultures use them as signifiers of 

protection and good luck. Even (H) Arcanines, who are wild and 

free of human domestication, are still seen as loyal protectors, 

given the same reverence as (OG) Arcanines. In parts of Eastern 



Asia, Arcanines and Growlithes are depicted in statues in front 

of homes and temples as protectors.  

 

In modern media, (OG) Arcanines are primarily the fierce 

defenders of townships and households, or the majestic 

creatures that glide across grasslands at breathtaking speeds.  

(OG) Arcanines serve many functions in human society, from 

companionship to hunting, herding to childcare, service dogs to 

therapy dogs, Rangering to dragon hunting. In contrast, (H) 

Arcanines are not depicted nearly as much in media, often going 

unknown to the general populace, though make good 

companions, too, once they have warmed up to their trainer.  

Classification: Arcanines are given the species epithet “agrestis” 

meaning “wild.” (OG) Arcanine has the sub-species modifier 

“domesticus” while (H) Arcanine has “ceroferus.” In 

combination, (H) Arcanine’s species name means “horned, wild, 

fire dog.”  

Evolution: Arcanines evolve from Growlithe with a Fire Stone or 

other equivalent magical source.  

 

 



 


